
S. 

No 

3 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt, Women P.G, College AkbarpurAmbedkat1rnagar 

Currieulum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Sylabus studied by nme was 
relevant to my professional ife 

The contents of the SyllabusS were 
reviscd at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based leaming in terns of 
students' skills, concepts. 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus inereased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subjeet studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Alumni Feclback Form 

Excellent (Go0d Satislactory Needs 

Improvemcnt 

Name 13}4 at 
Mobile: 94S10228664 

E-mail: 

Year of Passing: 2.o(4-15 



No 

4, 

6. 

7. 

Ramabat Gov, Women ".6. College Ake Ambelkutenagat 

Evaluatinn 

The Sllabus stulicd by me was 
relevant to my prolessimal lite 

The contents of the Sllabus weN 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus inpartcd value 
based leaming in temms ot 
students' skills, cOnPts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus inereased ny 
know ledge and understanding of 
the subject studicd. 

The prescribed books wene 
relevant, udated and apropriate. 

The svllabus was dirctly related 
fo enhancing practical 
cOmpetencies. 

The syllabus was nccd based as 
per the rcquirement ot the 
jobindustry. 

Bellent Nntlsetury 

Name: 

Mobile: 

E-mail: 

Impeveent 

Ranjana 
84236S S924 

Vear of lassing: 2o15-1b 



S. 

No 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur - Anbedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by ne was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 
joblindustry. 

Alumni Fecdback Form 

Excellent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

E-mail: 

Necds 

Improvement 

T H 
Mobile: 935 qq54|2 

Year of Passing: 9oS-I6 



S. 

No 

1. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6. 

7 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur -Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by nme was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terns of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriatc. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

Alumni l'eedback 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Exccllent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Needs 

Improvement 

E-mail: 

Arupam islora 
Mobile: 39S366GoG 

Year of Passing: 2o- G 

Vornm 



S. 

No 

2. 

3. 

. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. Collcge Akbarpur - Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by 
relevant to my professional life 

me was 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus impartcd valuc 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subjcct studied. 

Alumni Feedback Form 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 
The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 

job/industry. 

Excellent Good Satisfactory Necds 

Improvemcnt 

Name: btHi d. 

Mobile: 9554215b69 
E-mail: 

Year of Passing: 20|4-201S 



S, 

No 

6. 

7 

Ramabai Govt, Wonen l'.G. College Akbarpur- Ambedkatr uagar 

(urrieulum & Syllabus 
Evanation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 

relevant to my prolessional ile 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The sy llatus imparted value 
bascd leaning in terms of 
students skills, conccpts. 
knowledgc and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increascd my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subjct studied. 

The prescribed books were 
rclevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly rclated 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was necd based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Alumni Feedback Form 

Exccllent (iood Satisfactury 

Name: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Mobile: 993ST33os3 
E-mail: 

Year of l'assing: 20 |4 -1S 



S. 

No 

2 

3. 

5. 

6 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur - Ambedkatrnagar 

Curricuum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional ife 

The contents of the Svllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

Alumni Feedback Form 

The syllabus vas need based as 

per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Exeellent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Needs 
Improvement 

Mobile: 88744737 71 

E-mail: 

Ycar of Passing: 2ol-15 



No 

4 

7. 

Ramabai Govt, Women P.G. College Akbarpur - Ambedkatrnagar 

(rriculum & Sylabus 
Evalnation 

The Sillabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional litc 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
reviscd at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted valuc 
based lcarning in terms of 
students' skills, conccpts. 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus incrcased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subjcct studied. 

Alunmni F'eedback Form 

The prescribed books were 
relevant., updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 

per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Excellent (Gnod Satisfactory 

Name: Sonam Twani 
419365759 Mobile: 

Needs 

Improvement 

E-mail: 

Year of l'assing: 2 o141S 



S, 

No 

2. 

3 

4 

5. 

6. 

7 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur-Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studicd by me was 
relevant to my professional life 
The contents of the Syllabus werc 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in tern1s of 
students' skills, concepts. 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was diectly related 
to enhancing practical 

Alumni Fecback Form 

competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 

job/industry. 

Exccllent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Necds 

Improvement 

Mobile: 945487S202 
E-mail: 

Vear of Passing: Qol520lG 



S. 

No 

1. 

2 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur -Ambedatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts. 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 

job/industry. 

Alumni Feedback Fornn 

Excellent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

E-mail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Mobile: 445 22%3285 

Year of Passing: 

I Rta 

2015- l6 



5. 

7 

4. 

S. 

No 

1. 

Ramabai Govt, Women ",G, College Akbarpur- Ambedkatrnagar 

(urriculun & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me vas 
relevant lo my prolessional lite 

The contents of he Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts. 
knowledge and critical thìnking. 
The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subjcct studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 
jobindustry. 

Alumni Feelback Form 

Excellent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Mobile: 94524812 62 
E-mail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Year of l'assing: 205-16 



S. 

No 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt, Women P.G. College Akbarpur-Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my prolessional lite 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terns of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

Alumni Feclback Form 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriatc. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
Competencics. 

The syllabus was nced based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Exccllent Good Satisfactory 

Name: Ragini Maya 
Mobile: 7b6o5oo5 2 

Necds 

Improvement 

E-mail: 

Year of Passing: 2 ot4 -15 



No 

7. 

Ruubal Govt, Wonen ",G, Cullege Akburpur Ambedkntrnsgar 

(urrleuln &Syllabos 
valuntlon 

The Syllabus sdicd by e wus 
relevant omy protessional ile 

The content of the Syllabus were 
revised nt reasoable ntervals. 

The syll1nbus innprted value. 
based leaming in temm. of 
sludent' skills, coCepts, 
knowlede und eritical thinkinp. 

The course/ syllabus inerecd y 
koowledgc und understunding of 
the subjeet studicd. 

The preseribed books were 
rolevant, updated 

Ompetencies. 

d upproprite. 

The syllabus was directly velated 
to enhancing practical 

The syllabus ws necd buscd as 
per the requiremont of the 
job/industry. 

Alumn Feedbnck om 

Escellent 

Name: 

Sutislaetory 

I-mail: 

Mobile: go09162703 

Nevds 

Improvement 

Year of Passing: 2 013-14 



S. 

No 

2. 

3. 

4 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Women ".G. College Alkbarpur - Annbedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Sylabus 
Evaluation 

The Svllabus studicd by me was 
relevant lo my prolessional ife 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
reviscd at rcasonable intervals. 

The syllabus impartcd valuc 
based learning in terms of 
studcnts' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increascd my 
knowlcdge and understanding of 
the subject studicd. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

Alumni Fccdback Formm 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Exccllent (Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Mobile: 7316875216 

E-uail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Vear of Passing: 2ol4-16 



No 

3. 

4. 

5. 

S. 

6. 

7. 

Ranabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur - Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculun & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studicd by me was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted valuc 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was necd based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Alumni Fecdbaclk Form 

Excellent (Go0d Satisfactory 

E-mail: 

Name: Moal Mizha 

Mobile:9s24 Bo 4049 

Needs 

Improvement 

Year of P':assing: o15-6 



S. 

No 

2. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G, College Alkbarpur- Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional lite 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Alumni Pcedback Form 

Excellent (G00d 

Name: 

Satisfactory Needs 
Improvement 

E-lail: 

fiyenka Bradup bori 
Mobile: 7%00373145 

Year of Passing: 20|4-15 



No 

2 

3. 

7 

4. 

Ramabai (Govt. Women ",G. College Akbarpur -Ambedkatrnagar 

Currieulum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studicd by nme was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus werc 
reviscd at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based lcarning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledgc and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increascd my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subjcct studied. 

Alumni Fccdack Form 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was dircctly relatcd 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was necd based as 
per the requiremcnt of the 
job/industry. 

Execllent (inod Satisfactory 

Name: KIRAN VADAV 

Mobile: 4839954i49 

E-mail: 

Needs 
Improvemenf 

Year of Passing: 2o |4- 15 



S. 

No 

4 

7 

Ramabat Govt, Women l'.G. College Akbnrpr A mhedkatrnagar 

('rricnlum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Svlabus studicd by me was 
relevant fo my professional ile 

The contents of the SyllabUs were 
reviscd at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparlcd value 
based learning in tems of 
studcnts' skills, concepts. 
know ledge and critical thinking. 

The coursc/ syllabus increased my 
knowledgc and understanding of 
the subject studicd. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriatc. 

The svllabus was dircctly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

Alumni Fecdback Form 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 

job/industry. 

Lscellent (inod Satisfactoty 

Name: kavita Dwiveeli 

Neets 
Improvement 

Mobile: 955943623 

E-mail: 

Year of Passing: 



S 

No 

1. 

2 

3. 

4 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt, Womcn P.G. College Akbarpur-Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculunn & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
reviscd at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

Alumni Fcedback Form 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 

|job/industry. 

Exeellent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Mobile: 983%159415 

E-ail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Year of Passing: 
Qos-l6. 



S, 

No 

2 

4 

6 

7 

Ramabai Govt. Women P.G. College Akbarpur - Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Sylabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts. 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was nced bascd as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Alumni Feedback Form 

Execllent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Mobile: 9 83867|3| 

E-nail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Year of Passing: os-l6 



No 

2. 

3 

S. 

4. 

5 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Womcn P.G. College Akbarpur - Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of tlhe Syllabus werc 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted valuc 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 
The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need bascd as 
per the requirement of the 
job/industry. 

Alumni 'ecdback Form 

Excellent Good Satisfactory 

Name: 

Mobite: 4551596840 
E-mail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Year of P:assing: 2.o|5-J6 



S. 

No 

1. 

2 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7 

Ranabai Govt, Women .G. ColleLe Akbarpur- Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
relevant to my professional life 

The contents of the Syllabus were 
revised at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus imparted value 
based learning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

Alumni Fecdback Form 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriale. 
The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the requirement of the 

job/industry. 

Excellent (Good Satisfact1ory 

Name: 

Needs 

Improvement 

E-mail: 

kupa Sadas 
Mobile: 739%231421 

Year of Passing: 2014 -15 



S 

No 

I. 

3 

4, 

6. 

7. 

Ramabai Govt. Wumen PG. College Akbarpur Ambedkatrnagar 

Curriculum & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Svlabus studicd by me was 
relevant to my prolessional life 

The contents of tlhe Syllabus were 
reviscd at reasonable intervals. 

The syllabus impartcd value 
based lcarning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledge and critical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to enhancing practical 
competcncies. 

The syllabus was need based as 
per the rcquirement of the 

job/induslry. 

Aluni Fecdback orm 

Excellent (Good Satisfactory 

Name: Gyudiya 

E-uail: 

Needs 

Improvement 

Mobile: 78 00895380 

Year of Passiug: 2o15 - Io. 



S, 

No 

7 

Rnabat Govt, Wonen ,, College AkbnrpurAmbedkatrnagar 

Crriculunm & Syllabus 
Evaluation 

The Syllabus sudied by me was 
relevant to my prolessioal lile 

The contents of the SyllabuS were 
revised at teasonable intervals. 

The syllabus impartcd value 
based leaning in terms of 
students' skills, concepts, 
knowledpe and criical thinking. 

The course/ syllabus increased my 
knowledge and understanding of 
the subject studied. 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updaled and appropriate. 

The syllabus was directly related 
to cnhancing practical 
competencies. 

The syllabus was necd based as 
per the requiremcnt of the 
job/industry. 

Alumpi eedback Porm 

Excellent Sutisfactory Needs 

Improvement 

Name: PRIyAN KA 

Mobile: 99 1% 473074 
E-maid: 

Year of Passiug: D5-16 



S. 

No 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Ramahai Goyt, Womep l.6, College Akbarpus-Amledkatrwagar 

(urreulun & Syllabus 
valuation 

The Syllabus studied by me was 
elevant to my prolesionl lile 

The contents o| he Syllabu, were 
evised ut reasonble intervals. 

Ie syllabus imparted value 
bused leaurning in terms of 
sudents' skills, conccpts, 
koowledpe and eritical think ing. 
The course/ syllabs inereased ny 
knowledpe und understanding of 
the subject studied. 

Alumul 'eedback orom 

The prescribed books were 
relevant, updated and appropriate. 
lhe syllabIs was dircctly related 
to onhancing pracical 
COnipetecies. 

The syllabus was necd bascd as 
per the requirement of the 
jolb/industry. 

Exeellent Satisfactory 

Name: 

E-mail: 

Needs 

Improvenent 

Mobile: g83931317 

Year of Passing: 

Piyanka esun 
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